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Malika Doray
Le plus grand
(The Biggest of Them All)

PICTURE BOOK
32 pages. 20 x 27 cm.
Hardcover. April 2022. €16

The whale is the biggest animal in the
ocean. The giraffe is the tallest on land.
And who do you think is the biggest of
them all in my arms? It’s you!
With a warm visual style and the
musical quality of the words, this new
picture book by Malika Doray is sweet
and comforting. Young readers will
enjoy reading this delightful nursery
rhyme again and again before going to
bed!
Growing up • Family • Loving • Caring
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Claire Garralon

pouet !
claire garralon
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PICTURE BOOK
32 pages. 21 x 23 cm.
Hardcover. January 2022. €15

Pouet !
(Squeak!)
Rebecca is flying above the beach when
she hears a pretty funny sound. Honk!
Out of curiosity, she comes closer and
sees Roger on the sand, looking pretty
bad. “Rebecca, I ate sope... squeak! ”.
Roger clearly doesn’t look well but
Rebecca can’t figure out what happened
to him. Fortunately, the meticulous
crab Chris stops by and examines the
sick animal...
After the impact of ice melting in
Drip Drop Ice Floe, Claire Garralon
keeps insisting on the importance of
preserving the environment. In her new
book, she deals with another significant
issue, plastic in the oceans and its
consequences on sea fauna.
Nature • Animals • Recycle • Ocean

PICTURE BOOK
32 pages. 21 x 23 cm.
Hardcover. January 2020. €15
Rights sold : Italian, Spanish (America)
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Émilie Vast
Je confonds tout!
(I Mix Up Everything)

je confonds
tout !
émilie vast

éditions

MeMo

PICTURE BOOK
48 pages. 16,7 x 19 cm.
Hardcover. March 2022. €15

Moi, j’ai peur du loup
émilie vast

éditions MeMo

Rights sold : Japanese, Korean,
Simplified Chinese

After I am Scared of the Wolf and
All I Want is a Super Power!, Émilie
Vast’s bunnies discuss the differences
between kinds of animals that people
often mix up. Brown Bunny loves telling
stories but Beige Bunny points out each
incoherent fact he tells, because Brown
Bunny constantly mixes up animals that
look similar. Snails and slugs, bees and
wasps, penguins and puffins: for Brown
Bunny, they are all the same. But what
if Brown Bunny could also teach new
things to Beige Bunny?
This is the third story of the funny
and educational series of the two little
bunnies, one of Emilie Vast’s bestsellers.
Mixed up • Animals • Funny facts
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Rights sold : Portuguese
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Diana Nagy
Alice Brière-Haquet
The Creator
Everyone finds his place

PICTURE BOOK
36 pages. 22 x 22 cm.
Hardcover. Juin 2021. €16

Le créateur
(The Creator)
A bit of cloud, some raindrops, a gust
of wind and a touch of sunshine, that’s
the magic recipe of the Creator. A
few brush strokes left to apply, and
hedgehogs, birds, octopuses and cats
come to life. Let’s go on a walk to
discover the world, everyone jumps in
the Creator’s bag!
But on their way all his little creatures
sneak out in a blink of an eye because
of a hole in the bag. And Striped Little
Bear is nowhere to be found. The
search for this little creature will help
all of them to find their own place in
the world.
Nature • Journey • Idea
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LE TIGRE

Nathalie Parain
Masques de la Jungle
(The Jungle Masks)

PICTURE BOOK (Pantone colours)
36 pages. 24 x 28,2 cm.
Hardcover. February 2022. €25

The Jungle Masks by Nathalie Parain
was published in 1933. The purpose
of the book is to create seven animal
masks, all inspired by Kipling’s Jungle
Book: the wolf, the panther, the tiger,
the monkey, the hyena, the vulture and
the man-cub. To ensure accuracy in her
pictures, Nathalie Parain used to go to
the Jardin des Plantes (Paris Botanic
Garden) on a regular basis. There,
she made animal sketches from her
observations.
The picture book is part of a series
of book-games published by famous
French publisher Le Père Castor:
it aims at encouraging children’s
skills such as sense of observation,
memorization, making comparisons and
inferences, reading, imagination and
aesthetic sensitivity.

LE TIGRE

Bibliophilia • Carnival • Playful
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Pauline Barzilaï
Maddi dans la grotte
(In the Cave with Maddi)

Maddi
dans la grotte

Pauline Barzilaï
éditions MeMo

PICTURE BOOK
56 pages. 21,5 x 29,3 cm.
Hardcover. June 2021. €16

Page after page, Maddi brings the
reader into a mysterious cave where
animals, dancers, classrooms and
movies follow one another. Eerie,
magical and sometimes funny, the cave
reflects a child’s everyday life. Without
any confrontation, Maddi keeps moving,
free as a bird, and rejecting any form
of abuse. Pauline Barzilaï’s pictures
beautifully render the atmosphere of
this adventure in which children are the
masters of their own destiny.
Journey • Fantasy • Everyday
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Gaby Bazin
Le typographe
(At the Typographer’s )

NON FICTION PICTURE BOOK
Illustrated in Pantone colours.
40 pages. 19 x 24 cm.
Hardcover. May 2022. €16

Pour commencer, je choisis

une casse.
Ce sont de grands tiroirs
en bois dans lesquels on
range les caractères.

NON FICTION PICTURE BOOK
Illustrated in Pantone colours.
40 pages. 19 x 24 cm.
Hardcover. June 2021. €16
Rights sold : Italian

Let’s put an apron on and visit the
typographer’s workshop, where you’ll
find printing presses, type cases and
monkeys (the nickname was given to
typographers because of their agile
movements!).
Young readers will discover graphic
design and the scenes behind book
printing, starting with the creation
of typographic print, long before
Gutenberg!
After At the Lithographer’s, Gaby Bazin
continues her series of books on print
techniques.
How to make books • Savoir-faire •
History

Maintenant, rends-toi utile :
regarde cette page dans un
miroir et vérifie ce mot.

Laisse-moi préparer
un texte de plusieurs lignes
pour te montrer comme
je suis véloce.

Ma parole, tu as raison !
Un étourdi a dû mélanger
les u et les n.
Comme ça, c’est beaucoup mieux,
n’est-ce pas ?

Dans l’argot des typographes,
la personne qui compose
s’appelle le singe.
C’est vrai : avec le temps,
on devient aussi agile qu’un
ouistiti.
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Loïc Boyer
Les images libres
(Free Pictures)

NON-FICTION BOOK
224 pages. 21 x 25.5 cm.
Paperback. February 2022. €35

Affiche pour Ah ! Ernesto,
Marguerite Duras,
Bernard Bonhomme.
Les Livres d’Harlin Quist, 1971.
Andromédar SR 1,
Heinz Edelman, Les Livres
d’Harlin Quist, 1971.

Nicole Claveloux, Etienne Delessert,
Patrick Couratin, France de Ranchin,
Bernard Bonhomme, what do these
French illustrators have in common?
They were all involved in the renewal
of the children’s picture book in the
1960s. Working for publishers and in
advertisement in Paris and New York, this
generation of writers and illustrators
felt free to follow their creative ideas.
Working with uncompromising publishers
and innovative children’s magazines, they
assumed their pop influences as well
as inspirations from psychedelic and
surrealistic movements. For 20 years
they were part of a revolution in French
children’s publishing houses thanks to
their creative effervescence. Through
original illustrations, first prints and
posters, Loïc Boyer presents the graphic
and narrative diversity of this artistic
period. He also shows how this pool of
creative talent had deeply influenced the
imagination of generations of readers.
70s • Illustration • New York • Art
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Laurence Le Guen
150 ans de littérature photoillustrée pour enfants
(150 Years of PhotographicallyIllustrated Children’s Books)

NON-FICTION BOOK
224 pages. 21 x 25.5 cm.
Paperback. April 2022. €35

J’ai grandi

Since its invention in the 19th century,
modern photography has always been
present in the book industry. Underrated
for a while, often underestimated,
photographically-illustrated children’s books
are cherished by children and more than one
artist has been involved in this unique genre.
From 1886 to 2021, these books have been
significant products of their times, including
pedagogical, philosophical and political
ideas as well as technical progress related
to this medium. Amateurs and famous
photographers (Robert Doisneau, Ylla, André
Kertész, Ergy Landau, Sarah Moon) created
works for this format. Their works go along
with texts written by great authors and
astounding works came out from these
collaborations. Spanning 150 years of
photographically-illustrated children’s books
from Europe and the USA, this monograph
explores a captivating aspect of children’s
book production.
Bibliophilia • Photography • Art
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l’orage
elena del vento
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PICTURE BOOK (Pantone colours)
36 pages. 17,5 x 24,5 cm.
Hardcover. €15

L’orage
(The Storm)
Elena Del Vento

Pas pareil
(Not the Same)
Émilie Vast

First it’s a just a drop of rain and then
a deluge of thunder, wind and lightning!
After the thunder comes the show: beams
and rays of light swell and then disappear
before a roll of thunder illuminates the
page with a flash of lightning!
Elena del Vento’s book is part of her
creative project for hearing-impaired
children. She aims at translating sounds
into pictures.
Onomatopoeia • Colours

First there was Me
and then there was You.
By the way, have you ever seen a corgi?
And a dalmatian? No two dogs are more
different. One has a plain coat, the other’s
is spotted. One has short legs, the other
has long legs. One loves blue, the other
prefers red. They couldn’t disagree more!
In this book for the youngest children,
Emilie Vast plays with features that seem
to oppose one another. They may have
differences, but they have a bond...
Singularity • Caring • Acceptance

PICTURE BOOK
32 pages. 17 x 19,7 cm.
Hardcover. €14

whouuuuuuuuuuuu
whouuuuuuuuu

tic
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2021 HIGHLIGHTS!
Pendant
ce temps

Malika Doray
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PICTURE BOOK
36 pages. 27 x 20 cm.
Hardcover. €15

L’été de Chnourka
(A Summer with Chnourka)
Gaya Wisniewski

Pendant ce temps
(Meanwhile)
Malika Doray
But what do parents actually do when
the kids are at school? Maybe they go
back to bed? Unless they have fun all
day long? Or perhaps they spend their
time working?
Through a presentation of various
characters, Malika Doray shows us a
typical day in the life of grown-ups.
Even if they have millions of things to do,
they never forget what really matters
to them: they all think of their children,
in the meantime, from time to time or all
the time.
Adults’ day • Kindergarten • Jobs

In spring flowers blossom and now
summer has finally arrived. It’s time
Chnourka
for Chnourka and her friends to enjoy
picnics in the hills, swimming in the blue
lake and spending long summer evenings
illuminated by fireflies. The friends
have their own daily routine.
One day in the mountains they meet
PICTURE BOOK
a newcomer named Justin. They invite
64 pages. 17 x 23 cm.
him to their home but Justin prefers to
Hardcover. €16
stay on his own. He remains in a shed
— Émile, dit Tomek, tu veux bien aller voir Chnourka ?
on the heights and Chnourka spends a
— On va lui faire une surprise. Donne-lui ce bouquet
de ma part, il y a un petit mot d’invitation, long time with him. Sadly she finds out
ajouta Mirko, le regard brillant d’espoir.
that sometimes we fall in love with
people who don’t feel the same way.
However, she’ll learn that there are
many kinds of love and that friendship
is one of them.
Nomad • Friendship • Grief
L’été de

Gaya Wisniewski
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Émile ferma les yeux comme pour acquiescer

2021 HIGHLIGHTS!
Une nuit au jardin
(A Night in the Garden)
Anne Crausaz

PICTURE BOOK (Pantone colours)
32 pages. 24,5 x 27 cm.
Hardcover. October 2021. €18

r toi, Lapin. »

A light flickers in the tall grass tonight.
Suddenly here it is, running away! Hurry,
let’s follow it! Flashlight in hand, an
exploration begins, guided by a living light.
In this large-format picture book, Anne
Crausaz takes us on a night adventure.
Fauna and flora appear through the
pages, by the light of the flashlight.
It reveals the curious creatures that we
think we see only by moonlight, fireflies
and glow-worms. Will the sun ever rise
in this curious place? An immersion in
a garden full of surprises!
Moonlight exploration • Insects

Elis ab eth Ivanovsky

Quatre contes d’Andersen
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PICTURE BOOK (Pantone colours)
72 pages. 18,5 x 24,8 cm.
Hardcover. November 2021. €18

Quatre contes d’A ndersen
(Four Tales by Andersen)
Hans Christian Andersen
Elisabeth Ivanovsky
Published in 1942 in Antwerp, this book
presents four of Hans Christian Andersen’s
first tales that are illustrated by Elisabeth
Ivanovsky: The Lighter, Little Claus and
Big Claus, The Princess and the Pea and
Thumbelina.
This is the first time Elisabeth Ivanovsky’s
pictures are reprinted in the four-color
process (blue, red and two browns). Born
in Moldavia, she was trained in the USSR
before emigrating to Belgium in 1932. She
was one of the leading children’s books
illustrators of the 20th century: more than
three hundred of her books and two hundred
co-publications have been published in some
20 languages.
Cruel tales • Russian avant-garde
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